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A b s t r a c t  

A reformulated radiosity algorithm is presented that produces 
initial images in time linear to the number of patches. The 
enormous memory costs of the radiosity algorithm are also elim- 
inated by computing form-factors on-the-fly. The technique is 
based on the approach of rendering by progressive refinement. 
The algorithm provides a useful solution almost immediately 
which progresses gracefully and continuously to the complete 
radiosity solution. In this way the competing demands of real- 
ism and interactivity are accommodated. The technique brings 
the use of radiosity for interactive rendering within reach and 
has implications for the use and development of current and 
future graphics workstations. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Two goals have largely shaped the "field of image synthesis since 
its inception: visual realism and interactivity. The desire for 
realism has motivated the development of global illumination 
algorithms such as ray tracing {19], [5], [12] and radiosity [7], 
[13], [3], with often impressive results. However, the need for 
interactive manipulation of objects for geometric modeling and 
other computer aided design areas has generated another path 
of evolution. This path, dominated by speed, led from the work 
o~" early researchers [18], [8], [14] and others, to the develop- 
ment of current engineering workstations capable of drawing 
thousands of shaded polygons a second [16], [6]. In order to 
achieve this performance, much of what is central to the goal of 
realism has had to be sacrificed, including the effects of shad- 
ows and global illumination. On the other hand, algorithms like 
ray-tracing and radiosity are too expensive on current machines 
to be used as the basis of interactive rendering. 
One approach to accommodating the competing demands of 
interactivity and image quality is offered by the method of ren- 
dering by adaptive refinement [2]. In this approach rendering 
begins with a simple, quickly rendered version of the image, 
and progresses through a sequence of increasing realism, until a 
change in the scene or view requires that the process start again. 
The aim is to provide the highest quality image possible within 
the time constraints imposed by the user's manipulation of the 
scene. It is crucial to this approach that the early images be 
of usable quality at interactive speeds and that the progression 
to greater realism be graceful, that is, automatic, continuous, 
and not distracting to the user. In the words of Bergman, what 
is needed is a golden thread, a single rendering operation that, 
with repeated application, will continually refine the quality of 
an image. 
This paper presents a reformulation of the radiosity algorithm 
that provides such a thread. The radiosity approach is a particu- 
larly attractive basis for a progressive approach for two reasons. 
First, the process correctly simulates the global illumination of 
diffuse environments. Second, it provides a view-independent 
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solution of fhe diffuse component of reflection. Thus the re- 
finement process may continue uninterrupted as the user views 
the scene from different directions. Unfortunately, the conven- 
tional radiosity algorithm provides no usable results until after 
the solution is complete, a computation of order n '2, ( where n is 
the number of discrete surface patches). The original algorithm 
has the additional disadvantage of using Urn 2) storage. 
In the revised radiosity algorithm presented here, an initial ap- 
proximation of the global diffuse illumination provides a starting 
point for refinement. A reorganization of the iterative solution 
of the radiosity equations allows the illumination of all surfaces 
in the environment to be updated at each step and ensures that 
the correct solution is approached early in the process. In addi- 
tion to providing a basis for graceful image refinement, the new 
algorithm requires only O(n)  storage. 

2 T h e  Cos t  of R e a l i s m  for t h e  Conven-  
t i ona l  R a d i o s i t y  A l g o r i t h m  

The radiosity algorithm is a method for evaluating the intensity 
or radiosity at discrete points and surface areas in an environ- 
ment. The relationship between the radiosity of a given discrete 
surface area, or patch, and the radiosity of all other patches in 
the environment is given by: 

B i A i  = E i A i  + Pl ~ ,  B j F j i A i  (1) 
3=1 

where 
Bi -- radiosity of patch i (energy/unit area/unit time), 
El = emission of patch i (energy/unit area/unit time), 
Ai = area of patch i, A s -- area of patch j ,  
j ~  = form-factor from j to i (fraction of energy leavlng patch 
j which arrives at patch i), 
p~ = reflectivity of patch i, and 
n = number of discrete patches. 

Using the reciprocity relationship for form-factors [15], 

Fi jA ,  = F j i A j  (2) 
and dividing through by Ai, the more familiar radiosity equation 
is obtained: 

B, = E, + p~ ~ BjF~ (3) 
j = l  

or in matrix form: 

.... I iilt -raP21 1 - p2F22 - p 2 F 2 .  I B2 E2 

. . . .  I = L - p . F , ~  -p,~F,~2 • • .1 - pnFn,~J ~ ,~ 

(4) 

The computation involved in the conventional hemi-cube ra- 
diosity algorithm is divided into three major sections as follows: 

1. Computing the form-factors (Fij). This requires deter- 
mining the patches visible to each patch over the entire 
hemisphere of directions above the patch. For each patch, 

2. 

3. 

all the other patches of the environment are projected onto 
the five faces of a hemi-cube placed over the patch and 
a z-buffer hidden-surface operation is performed for each 
face [3]. Using standard scan conversion and hidden sur- 
face routines, the cost of each hemi-cube is proportional 
to the number of discrete patches as well as the resolution 
of the hemi-cube. This results in an O(n 2) computation 
for the whole environment. 

Solving the radiosity matrix equation (4) using the Gauss- 
Siedel method. Due to the strict diagonal dominance of 
the matrix, the solution converges in a few iterations and 
its cost is thus proportional to square of the number of 
patches [10]. The solution is performed for each color 
band. Since the form-factors are dependent on geometry 
only, this does not have a significant impact on the cost 
of the radiosity algorithm. 

Displaying the results. This involves selecting viewing pa- 
rameters, determining hidden surfaces, and interpolating 
the radiosity values. Current workstations are capable of 
rapidly displaying high resolution radiosity images from any 
vantage point through the use of Gouraud shading and z- 
buffer hardware. 

The overwhelming cost of the radiosity method lies in the com- 
putation of the form-factors. To reduce this cost, the form- 
factors are calculated once and stored for repeated use during 
the iterative matrix solution. The total ntLmber of form-factors 
to be stored is potentially the number of patches squared, al- 
though the matrix of coefficients is normally quite sparse since 
many patches cannot see each other. Even so, the n by n ma- 
trix of coefficients will quickly exceed a reasonable storage size. 
For example, assuming a matrix that is 90 percent sparse and 
four bytes of memory per form-factor, an environment of 50,000 
patches will require a gigabyte of storage. 
For rendering by progressive refinement, an important criterion 
is the time required to achieve a useful as opposed to complete 
solution. In the conventional radiosity algorithm, all the form- 
factors for the entire environment are pre-calculated before the 
solution begins at a cost of Urn2). Furthermore, using the 
Gauss-Siedel solution for the system of radiosity equations, an 
estimate of the radiosity of all patches is not available until 
after the first complete iteration cycle. This clearly cannot be 
implemented at interactive speeds and is not the graceful first 
step required for progressive refinement. 

3 P r o g r e s s i v e  R e f i n e m e n t  M e t h o d s  for t h e  
R a d i o s i t y  A l g o r i t h m  

The radiosity algorithm can be restructured to achieve the goals 
of progressive refinement. In the restructured algorithm, form- 
factors are calculated on-the-fly 1o eliminate the Urn 2) storage 
and startup costs. Although the basic Gauss-Siedel approach 
still remains, the order of operations of the iteration cycle has 
been modified so that a good approximation of the final results 
can be displayed early in the solution process. 
The restructured algorithm differs from the previous ones pri- 
marily in two aspects. First, the radiosity of all patches is up- 
dated simultaneously. Second, patches are processed in sorted 
order according to their energy contribution to the environment. 
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To further improve the quality of the images generated during 
the earliest stages of the algorithm, an estimate of globai illu- 
mination is determined directly from the known geometric and 
reflective characteristics of the environment. This estimate is 
gradually replaced by more exact information as the solution 
progresses, providing a graceful and continuous convergence to 
a realistic image. 

3.1 S imul taneous  U p d a t e  of Pa tch  Radiosit ies:  
Shoot ing  vs. Ga the r ing  Light  

In the conventional radiosity algorithm, the Gauss-Siedel method 
is used to obtain the solution to the simultaneous equations(4). 
This iterative approach converges to the solution by solving the 
system of equations one row at a time. The evaluation of the 
i ' th row of the equations provides an estimate of the radiosity 
of patch i based on the current estimates of the radiosities of 
all other patch radiosities: 

B~ = El + m ~ BjF~ (5) 
j = l  

In a sense, the light leaving patch i is determined by gathering 
in the light from the rest of the environment (figure 1). 
A single term from the summation in (5) determines the con- 
tribution to the radiosity of patch i from patch j :  

Bi due to B.i = piBjFij  (6) 

It is possible to reverse this process by determining the contri- 
bution made by patch i to the radiosity of all other patches. 
The reciprocity relationship (2) provides the basis for reversing 
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Figure 1: Gathering vs. Shooting 

Gathering light through a hemi-cube allows one patch radiosity to he up- 
dated. In contrast, shooting light through a single hemi-cube allows the 
whole environment's radiosity values to be updated simultaneously. 

this relationship. The contribution of the radiosity from patch 
i to the radiosity of patch j is: 

Bj  due to Bi = pjB;FijA~/Aj (7) 

This is true for all patches j .  Thus the total contribution to the 
environment from the radiosity of patch i is given by: 

For all patches j : Bj  due to Bi  = pjB~F~A, /Aj  (8) 

It should be noted that while this equation adds radiosity to 
patches j ,  the form-factors used, Fij, are still the form-factors 
calculated using the hemi-cube placed at patch i. Thus, each 
step of the solution now consists of performing a single hemi- 
cube over a patch and adding the contribution from the radiosity 
of that patch to the radiosities of all other patches, in effect, 
shooting light out from that patch into the environment. 
Ouring the course of the iterative solution this step may be 
repeated for patch i several times as the solution converges. 
Each time the estimate of the radiosity of patch i will be more 
accurate. However, the environment will already include the 
contribution of the previous estimate of Bi. Thus, only the dif- 
ference, ,~Bi, between the previous and current estimates of Bi 
needs to be considered. ABi  represents the unshot radiosity. 
The solution step may be restated as follows: 

for each iteration, for each patch i: 
calculate the form-factors Fij using a hemi-cube at 

patch i; 
for each patch j :  

~ R a d  = p jABiF i jA i /A j ;  
A B j  = ~ B j  + ~Rad; / *  update change since last 

time patch j shot light * /  
B 1 = Bj  ÷ ~Rad; / *  update total radiosity of 

patch j */ 
z~B'i = 0; /*reset unshot radiosity for patch i to zero*/ 

All radiosities, Bi  and ~B;,  are initialized to zero for all non- 
light sources and are set to the emission values for emitting 
patches. 
The above step continues until the solution converges to within 
the desired tolerance. Each intermediate step simultaneously 
improves the solution for many patches, providing intermediate 
results which can be displayed as the algorithm proceeds. 
This approach bears some relationship to backward ray-tracing 
solutions [1] which shot light out from light sources onto diffuse 
surfaces, but did not propagate the reflected light any further 
into the environment. A recursive extension of the Atherton- 
Weiler shadow algorithm was proposed and briefly described by 
Heckbert and Hanrahan [9] as a way of propagating light from 
light sources through the environment, but light reflected from 
diffuse surfaces was likewise not propagated further. 

3.2 Solving in Sor ted  Order  

In addition to converging gracefully, it is desirable for the solu- 
tion to improve in accuracy as quickly as possible. 
The final radiosity B i of a given patch j consists of the sum 
of the contributions from all other patches. The final value 
of this sum will be approached earliest in the process if the 
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largest contributions are added first. These will tend to come 
from those patches which radiate the most energy, i.e. have the 
largest product B;A;. Stated intuitively, those patches radiating 
the most light energy typically have the greatest effect on the 
illumination of the environment and should be treated first. 
The algorithm is implemented by always shooting from the 
patch for which the difference, ~BiAi, between the previous 
and the current estimates of unshot radiant energy is greatest. 
Most light sources are automatically processed first by this rule, 
since initially all other patches will have a radiosity of zero. Since 
lights are typically the most significant source of illumination for 
many patches, following the initial processing of light sources 
much of the environment will already be well illuminated. The 
next set of patches processed according to this rule will be those 
patches that received the most light from the light sources, and 
so on. 
When solving in sorted order, the solution tends to proceed in 
approximately the same order as light would propagate through 
the environment. A similar approach was taken by Immel [11] in 
order to increase the efficiency of the view-independent specular 
radiosity algorithm. The reordering of the patches generally 
provides an accurate solution in less than a single iteration, 
substantially reducing computation costs. 

3.3 T h e  A m b i e n t  T e r m  

Using the procedures described above, intermediate images will 
progress from a dark environment, continuously brightening to 
a fully illuminated scene including all diffuse interref[ection. The 
illumination of the scene during early stages of the solution pro- 
cess will be inadequate, particularly for regions which do not 
receive direct illumination, since global illumination is not yet 
accurately represented. In earlier lighting models, the effect 
of global illumination was approximated by adding an arbitrary 
ambient term. Similar use is made of an ambient term here, 
but its value at any given point during the solution is based on 
the current estimate of the radiosities of all patches and the 
reflectivity of the environment. The ambient term is added for 
display purposes only and is not taken into account by the so- 
lution itself. The contribution of the ambient term gracefully 
decreases as the solution continues, providing a useful image al- 
most immediately which unobtrusively progresses to an accurate 
rendering. 

3.3.1 Computation of the Ambient Term 

A reasonable first approximation to the form-factors can be 
made without any knowledge of the visibility or the geomet- 
ric relationships between patches. The form-factor from any 
patch i to patch j can be approximated as the fraction of the 
total area of the environment taken up by the area of patch 
j .  As with the correct form-factors the total will sum to unity. 
Thus, 

Aj F.j  ~ (9) Ej~ Aj 
An average reflectivity for the environment can be computed as 
an area weighted average of the patch reflectivities: 

n 
Ei=l piA, (10) 

For any unit energy sent into the environment, pat,, will o n  
average be reflected, and some of that will be reflected, etc. 
Thus, an overall interreflection factor R is simply the geometric 
s u m :  

1 
R = I + p_o + pL~ + pL,  + .... -- - -  (11) 

1 -- p~, 

From these assumptions an Ambient radiosity term is derived. 
It is simply the area average of the radiosity which has not 
yet been shot via form-factor computation times the reflection 
factor R. 

Ambient = R ~ (  A BjF.~) (12) 
j = l  

Thus at any point in the computation, the estimate of the ra- 
diosity of each patch can be improved by adding the contribution 
of the ambient radiosity. If Bi is the radiosity of patch i due 
to the radiosity received via shooting from other patches, an 
improved estimate is given by: 

JB; = Bi + piAmbient (13) 

This estimate of B~ is used for display purposes only since the 
ambient contribution is not added to ~ B i  and thus is not shot 
during the solution. As the solution progresses the average 
unshot energy decreases and thus the ambient term decreases 
along with it. The values of Bi and B~ converge and the initial 
ambient image yields gracefully to the more accurate estimate 
of global illumination provided by the radiosity equations. 

3.4 A d a p t i v e  S u b d i v i s i o n :  A c h i e v i n g  an  A p p r o p r i -  
a t e  S u r f a c e  D i s c r e t l z a t i o n  

There are competing influences on how fine the subdivision of 
the surfaces of the environment should be. k finer subdivision 
means more computation but results in a more accurate rep- 
resentation of the sharp radiosity gradients that can occur at 
shadow boundaries. The original hemi-cube algorithm solved 
this problem by using a two level subdivision in which patches 
are further subdivided into elements [4]. 
In the revised algorithm as in the originat algorithm, patch sub- 
division is kept coarse since the specific distribution of radiosity 
is less important for the patches, which act as the illuminators of 
the environment. The patches are subdivided into smaller ele- 
ments. It is the elements which act as the receivers of light from 
the patches. The elements are projected onto a single hemi-cube 
for each patch to determine patch-to-element form-factors, F~,. 
The tight is thus shot from the patch to all elements. The ra- 
diosity of a patch is determined as the area weighted average 
of its element radiosities. 
The number of patches, and thus the number of hemi-cubes, 
generally will grow very little during the radiosity analysis. Large 
patches need to be subdivided only if the radiosity varies greatly 
across the surface causing iBumination inaccuracies or if the 
ratio of the areas in equation (7) causes the form-factor term 
(FijAi/Aj) to grow larger than unity. 
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The elements are free to be adaptively subdivided based on ra- 
diosity gradients without changing the patch geometry and thus 
no additional hemi-cube computation is required. The number 
of elements projected onto the hemi-cubes will grow as high 
gradients such as shadow boundaries are discovered. Images 
are generated by rendering the elements themselves as Gouraud 
shaded polygons with the radiosity at the vertices interpolated 
from adjacent elements. 

4 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  

The complete algorithm is summarized in the following pseudo- 
code description: 

/*  initialization * /  
determine reflection factor, R; 
/ *  determine initial ambient from given emission * /  
Ambien t= R~i=l (  i i ) /~ i=lAi;  
/ *  initialize unshot radiosity to given emission * /  
for each patch: ~ B i  = El; 
/ *  element e is a sub-unit of patch i * /  
for each element: B~ = Ei -4- piAmbient; 
[* initialize change in ambient radiosity * /  
,~Ambient = O; 

/ *  radiosity solution * /  
Until convergence { 

select patch i with greatest unshot energy, AB~Ai; 
t project elements onto hemi-cube located at patch i 

to compute patch i to element form-factors, -Fie; 
for each element e { 

/ *  determine increase in radiosity of element c due to 
ABi */ 

ARad  = p~ABiFi~Ai/A~; 
/ *  add area weighted portion of increased radiosity of 

element e to radiosity of the patch j which contains 
element e * /  

Be = Be + ARad  + p~AAmbient; 
~ B j  = AB j  + ~RadA~/Aj;  

} 
interpolate vertex radiosities from neighboring elements; 
if( gradient from neighboring vertices is too high ) 

subdivide elements and reshoot patch i; 
AB~ = 0; 
determine ,5.Ambient from new unshot radiosities, ABj; 
display environment as Gouraud shaded elements; 

tProcesses which can take advantage of current graphics hard- 
ware for scan conversion and hidden surface calculation. 
The algorithms described above were implemented initially on a 
VAX 8700 and then on an HP 825 with an SRX graphics accel- 
erator. The herni-cube algorithm was performed in software and 
alternatively with the use of graphics hardware for the hidden 
surface determination and scan conversion portions of the form- 
factor routines. The ability to perform transformations, clipping 
and scan conversion on the HP workstation can potentially ac- 
celerate the hemi-cube computation and allows the intermediate 
results to be interactively displayed as a fully rendered image. 

5 R e s u l t s  

The methods described above were compared experimentally 
in several combinations to determine the effect on the solution 
process. Tests included comparing the use of Gathering vs. 
Shooting, Sorted vs. Unsorted Patches, and With and Without 
Ambient effects. All the methods converged to the same final 
radiosity results in different amounts of time and with different 
intermediate results. The final converged results were used as a 
control with which to measure the error at stages in the image 
refinement. Individual errors were determined as the absolute 
differences between the converged and estimated radiosities of 
each element. (The average radiosity values of the color bands 
was used for the purposes of error measurement.) The square 
root of the area weighted mean of the square of individual errors 
(RMS) is used as a quantitative measure of overall radiosity 
inaccuracy. 

m , 2 A Eo=,((Bo - Bo) ,) (14) R M S  Error -- ~ - - - -  
~=1  A~ 

where B~ is the converged radiosity and Be is the intermediate 
radiosity of element e. m is the total number of elements. 
The images themselves offer a qualitative basis for comparison, 

5.1 A T e s t  E n v i r o n m e n t  

Test were performed on a model of two office cubicles subdi- 
vided into ,500 patches and 7000 elements. Four iterative ap- 
proaches to solving the radiosity equations were run. After each 
hemi-cube, images using the current radiosity estimates were 
displayed as hardware Gouraud shaded polygons on a Hewlett 
Packard 825SRX workstation. 
The four approaches were: 

1. Gathering Only: This is the traditional radiosity method 
using a Gauss-Siedel solution. One hemi-cube is placed at 
each element. 

2. Shooting Only: This method consists of reversing the pro- 
cess by shooting light to each element through a herni-cube 
placed at each patch. 

3. Shooting with Sorting: The same as the second approach, 
but with the patch with the largest unshot energy being 
used at each step. 

4. Shooting with Sorting and Ambient: This time the ra- 
diosity clue to an estimated ambient term is included for 
display. 

Figures 2 through 5 each contain eight images from methods 1 
through 4 respectively. From top to bottom they show the re- 
sults after 1, 2, 24, and 100 hemi-cubes. The right hand image 
is a pseudo-color version. Gray indicates an accurate solution 
when comparing each of these images to the converged result 
in figure 6. The blue intensity indicates under-estimated ra- 
diosity values and red indicates an over-estimate. The inclusion 
of the ambient term provides an immediately useful image as 
illustrated in figure 5, (repeated on the cover). Note that as 
the algorithm progresses, the over-estimates in the shadowed 
regions due to the ambient term are continuously redistributed 
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1 Heml-cube 2 Hemi-cubes 24 Hemi-cubes 100 Heml-cubes 

Figure 2: Gathering Only 

Since the radiosity of only one patch is estimated for each hemi-cube performed, the gathering approach converges very 
slowly. Thus even after 100 heml-cubes, the radlos;ty of very few surfaces in the environment have been estimated. The 
pseudo-cotoe images on the right indicate underestimates of radiosity in blue and overestimates in red. (The smelt amounts 
of red are due to numerical differences between the hemi-cubes used for gathering and shooting.) 

1 Hemi-cube 2 Hemi-cubes 24 Hemi-cubes 100 Hemi-cubes 

Figure 3: Shooting Only 

By shooting light, more of the environment is illuminated for each hemi-cube. However, the order in which the patches 
shoot light is arbitrary, thus loosing potential efficiency. Note in the graph of figure 3, the .jumps which occur when original 
fight sources are processed. 
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1 Hemi-cube 2 Hemi-cubes 24 Hemi-cubes 100 Hemi-cubes 

Figure 4: Shooting and Sorting 

By sorting the patches according t o "  unshot" energy, a continuity and efficiency are achieved. Note the continual brighten- 
ing o f  the environment as the interreflection between surfaces is accounted for. After only 100 hemi-cubes, a near complete 
radiosity solution has been found. Note that  the under-i l lumination, indicated by the blueness of  the pseudo-cold images 
diminishes gradually after each step in the solution. 

1 Hemi-cube 2 Hemi-cubes 24 Hemi-cubes 100 Hemi-cubes 

Figure 5: Shooting, Sorting and Ambient 

The inclusion of  the ambientradiosi typrovldesan immediately useful image after onlya single hemi-cube. Note that as the 
solution continues, the contrast is enhanced as the over-;llurnlnation in shadowed areas (indicated by the red pseudo-color) 
is transferred to the under-i l luminated (blue) regions. The ambient term maintains a consistent overall i l lumination level 
allowing a more graceful transition to a final image. 
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to the brighter areas of the environment which were initially 
under-estimated. 
Figure 6 contains an image produced after allowing the methods 
to run until convergence. The graph below, figure 7, follows the 
first 100 hemi-cubes and shows the RMS error of the radiosities 
of the elements. The graph clearly illustrates the improvements 
generated by the reformulation of the radiosity algorithm. In 
figure 8, all four methods are compared at the same point early 
in the solution process. At a cost of only two hemi-cubes, a 
radiosity image sufficient for many applications is rendered by 
the fourth method. 
The computation of a single hemi-cube with resolution 150 by 
150 for the test environment takes approximately ten seconds in 
the software implementation on the Hewlett Packard 825SRX 
workstation. The Hewlett Packard workstation was able to dis- 
play each intermediate stage of the test environment in one 
to two seconds. Although these clearly cannot be termed in- 
teractive speeds at present, the next generation of workstation 
hardware should acheive near interactive speeds for an envi- 
ronment like the one shown. In addition, the ability to rotate 
or move through the environment does not depend on hemi- 
cube computation time. If the display of the environment and 
the hemi-cube calculations are performed in parallel on separate 
processors, walkthroughs can be performed during the iterative 
cycle without disturbing the radiosity computation. 

F i g u r e  6: Tw o  Off:ice Cubic les :  T h e  C o n v e r g e d  R e s u l t s  
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F i g u r e  7: P lo t  of  N o r m a l i z e d  I:tMS Er ro r s  for  t h e  F i r s t  100 I t t emi-Cubes  

Note the initial improvement in accuracy of the fourth method due to the inclusion of the amb]ent term. 
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Gathering Only Shooting Only Shooting and Sorting Shooting, Sorting. and Ambient 

5 . 2  

Figure  8: T h e  Fou r  M e t h o d s  C o m p a r e d  Af te r  Two H e m i - c u b e s  

These four images extracted from the same point in the previous four sequences illustrate the great advantage provided 
by the fourth method for displaylng immediate results. 

A S t e e l  M i l l  6 C o n c l u s i o n  a n d  F u t u r e  D i r e c t i o n s  

An early software version of the shooting and sorting algorithm 
described above was implemented on a VAX8700 and run on 
a highly complex scene to test its performance. A model of 
a steel mill was constructed containing 30,000 patches which 
were subdivided into 50,000 elements. The patch solution was 
run for only 2,000 of the patches in 5 hours providing a close 
approximation of the global diffuse illumination. This was fol- 
lowed by a view dependent post-process taking 190 hours in 
which the radiosity at the vertices of visible elements was com- 
puted by gathering light through a hemi-cube at each vertex. 
The results were then displayed by interpolating radiosity values 
across the elements. Figure 9 is the result of this process. 
A traditional radiosity approach would have required the com- 
putation of 1.5x109 form-factors or 6 gigabytes worth of storage 
(sparcity would probably have reduced this by an order of mag- 
nitude). The iterative approach required the storage of only one 
row of form-factors or 0.12 Mbytes. In addition, the preprocess 
solution required only 2,000 hemi-cubes, or less than 5 percent 
of the 50,000 required for earlier implementations. 

Figure  9: T h e  Steel  Mill  

A radiosity solution for this complex environment containing 50000 ele- 
ments would have been virtually impossible due to storage and computa- 
tional requirements without the use of the reformulated radiosity approach 
described in this paper. 

A reformulated version of the radiosity algorithm for image syn- 
thesis has been presented. Two major advantages over the 
traditional radiosity algorithm are evident: a useful image (al- 
though not the final image) is produced in time linear to the 
number of patches, and the O(n 2) storage requirements for the 
form-factors have been eliminated. The reformulation allows the 
rapid generation of approximate solutions which gracefully, pro- 
gressively refine themselves to accurate representation of global 
illumination in diffuse environments. This allows the method to 
be used in applications requiring interaction, it also provides 
a means to examine the progress of image development early 
in the rendering process thus providing a valuable previewing 
capability. 
The results of the radiosity analysis make possible the display of 
high quality diffuse realistic images from any view point. This 
view independent solution provides a starting point for further 
adaptive refinement to add view dependent effects such as high- 
lights and specular reflection. Such refinement might include 
pixel by pixel post processes as as the modified ray tracing al- 
gorithm as described in [17], or Monte Carlo methods which 
can take advantage of global illumination information for im- 
portance sampling. 
A variety of issues arise when implementing the methods de- 
scribed above. How much and when should the patches and 
elements be subdivided? How high a hemi-cube resolution is 
necessary to eliminate form-factor aliasing? What is the inter- 
relationship between patch size, element size, hemi-cube reso- 
lution, radiosity gradients, and image resolution. The answers 
are environment dependent and also clearly depend on the uses 
to which the images will be applied. Further research should be 
directed towards providing a body of heuristics tuned to envi- 
ronments, computational resources, and user needs. 
Taking advantage of all information about environmental illumi- 
nation at each stage in the solution process is a concept central 
to the ideas described in this paper. Future research should 
be able to apply similar ideas to the problem of rendering dy- 
namic environments needed for geometric modeling and other 
applications. 
Future research should also examine the possible impact of this 
approach on the design of graphics workstations. Hardware 
design can provide specialized frame buffers dedicated to hemi- 
cube computation or for complex reflectance computation. The 
goal is clear; to provide the best image possible in interactive 
times and to provide a continuity to a realistic image synthesis. 
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